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A basic phenomenon of vagueness seems to be that, when F  is a vague general term, we are unable to
identify as such the cut-off between the Fs and the ~Fs (that is, the last F object), at least on the basis offered by the
generally available resources used to track F-ness and ~F-ness. In order to convince yourself of this, you just have
to try to find it out. What explains this surprising inability on our part? Though no positive answer will be given to this
question, the talk develops a critical dialectic with respect to a very common approach to such an explanation.

The approach in question has it that the beginnings of an explanation are provided by the presence of
borderlineness with respect to F-ness, which is the property of being neither definitely F nor definitely ~F (call the
approach ‘the borderlineness theory’). Together with the assumptions that the cut-off, if there ever is one, should lie
in the borderline area of F-ness and that, if an object is not definitely F, then, presumably, no knowledgeable belief
can be formed to the effect that it is F, it would then follow that of no object it can be known that it is the cut-off.
Many different theories of vagueness accept this form of explanation: they only differ with regard to the substantial
interpretation of the ‘definitely’ operator (semantic, epistemic, psychological, ontological or primitive).

As a preliminary, the ancestral of the ‘definitely’ operator (‘absolutely definitely’) is introduced in the vague
object-language and it is argued that, under some plausible assumptions concerning the reference-fixing of vague
expressions and the behaviour of ‘definitely’, some objects have to count as absolutely definitely F and that there
absolutely definitely is vagueness at every order in the hierarchy of higher-order vagueness (which, for the purposes
of the talk, is taken to be vagueness in definitely… definitely F, for some number of iterations of ‘definitely’).

Under these assumptions, the case of a non-dense soritical series for F-ness with some absolutely
definitely F objects in it is examined and it is shown that the borderlineness theory entails that, for every such series,
there must be an i (i≥0) such that not-definiteness and borderlineness at the i+1-th order (and at every higher order)
collapse onto not-definiteness and borderlineness at the i-th order.

In assessing the consequences of this collapse result, it is first argued that both the explanatory function
which borderlineness (and therefore definiteness) is supposed to serve in the borderlineness theory and our
pretheoretical intuitions concerning the properties of definiteness require that the order of collapse be independent
of the particular soritical series in question.

Various considerations are then advanced which support the identification of the order of collapse with the
first order. These considerations are either general (concerning the eminent naturalness of the difference between
the first order and the higher orders, mini soritical series and the superficiality of any alternative identification) or
particular (arising from particular substantial interpretations of ‘definitely’).

If these considerations are sound, then it seems that a case could be made, after all, for S4 as the correct
logic of ‘definitely’ (against the communis opinio which treats it as more or less incompatible with higher-order
vagueness), if ‘definitely’ has to work in the way the borderlineness theory requires it to work in order to correctly
describe the structure of higher-order vagueness.

Several interesting consequences of such a position in our understanding of definiteness and,
consequently, of borderlineness are then sketchily pointed out. Firstly, for every i, j (i>1, j>1), i-th-order
borderlineness is equivalent to j-th-order borderlineness. Moreover, the downwards result extends to first-order
borderlineness. Secondly, it can be read off the ensuing hierarchy of higher-order borderlineness that definiteness is
such that something can be the case without its definitely being the case. In particular, every instance of higher-
order borderlineness is not definitely true. Thirdly, the last result in conjunction with the plausible principle that
definiteness is necessary for knowledge helps to explain the usual misgivings concerning the notion of a higher-
order borderline case in general, misgivings which seem to stem exactly from our inability, for every i (i>1), to
identify an object as an i-th-order borderline case.

However, it is finally argued that the collapse result already by itself implies the inadequateness of the
borderlineness theory. For non-dense domains of objects and under some minimal assumptions concerning their
structure, borderlineness entails boundarylessness (which consists in no two adjacent objects in a soritical series
being such that one is definitely F and the other definitely ~F). Under the previous assumptions and the collapse
result, a variation on a well-known argument concerning higher-order boundarylessness can be shown to be sound
by the borderlineness theory’s own lights. The soundness of the argument entails that the borderlineness theory is,
at best, not definitely… definitely true, whereby the number of iterations of ‘definitely’ is the predecessor of the
number of orders lower than the one of collapse.


